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Amphiphilic molecules are of immense industrial importance, mainly due to their tendency to
align at interfaces in a solution of immiscible species, e.g., oil and water, thereby reducing surface
tension. Depending on the concentration of amphiphiles in the solution, they may assemble into
a variety of morphologies, such as lamellae, micelles, sponge and cubic bicontinuous structures
exhibiting non-trivial rheological properties. The main objective of this work is to study the
rheological properties of very large, defect-containing gyroidal systems (of up to 10243 lattice
sites) using the lattice-Boltzmann method. Memory requirements for the simulation of such large
lattices exceed that available to us on most supercomputers and so we use MPICH-G2/MPIg
to investigate geographically distributed domain decomposition simulations across HPCx in the
UK and TeraGrid in the US. Use of MPICH-G2/MPIg requires the port-forwarder to work with
the grid middleware on HPCx. Data from the simulations is streamed to a high performance
visualisation resource at UCL (London) for rendering and visualisation.
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1. Introduction

2. Simulation Code
We use the lattice-Boltzmann code, LB3D, to perform large-scale lattice-Boltzmann simulations. The implementation of the lattice-Boltzmann model for ternary amphiphilic fluids in LB3D
has been discussed previously [1]. LB3D correctly simulates the self-assembly dynamics [2] and
rheology [3] of cubic and lamellar mesophases in these systems. The code has been under development for over 7 years and is widely deployed on the UK NGS [4], the UK supercomputing resource
HPCx [5] and on various supercomputing resources on the US TeraGrid [6]. LB3D is a scalable
parallel MPI code written in Fortran 90. It has been parallelised according to the domain decomposition scheme [7]. LB3D is a memory intensive application code requiring approximately 1
kilobyte of memory per lattice-site to store state data. The compute-intensive part of the algorithm
consists of the collision and propagation steps. Because of the non-local interaction forces between
different species in the amphiphilic mixture, two communication steps per cycle are required to exchange state data for lattice-sites on the sub-domain boundaries between neighbouring processors.
LB3D checkpoints system state and visualisation data-sets at regular intervals. For large lattices,
the size of checkpoints becomes non-trivial. For a 10243 lattice-sites system, LB3D requires 1.07
TB of total memory to run; writing checkpoint files requires O(TB) of disk space. Each visualization step requires emission of a 4.3 GB visualisation dataset which has to be transferred to and
rendered by a high performance visualisation resource.

3. Technical Challenges
In order to simulate physically realistic rheological behaviour of multi-domain, defect containing, ternary amphiphilic mixtures we need to perform long-time simulations of large systems containing at least 10243 lattice sites. As mentioned in the previous section, the simulation checkpoint
and visualisation data-sets can reach up to terabytes and require significant network bandwidth for
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Our objective is to simulate the rheological properties of ternary amphiphilic mixtures which
undergo self-assembly into cubic and non-cubic periodic structures. Lattice-Boltzmann simulations of cubic and non-cubic self-assembled mesophases exhibit interesting rheological behaviour.
Such discoveries can be exploited to design functional materials with specific rheological properties. Self-assembled mesophases are also finding application in the synthesis of mesoporous nanomaterials which have interesting structural and electronic properties. These simulations involve
traversing complex parameter spaces in order to identify regions where self-assembled mesophases
are formed. Self-assembly phenomena are known to suffer from hysteresis whereby a meta-stable
state can persist for long times and one requires long simulations to identify the final self-assembled
phase. Additionally, defects in the periodic mesophases are known to significantly influence rheological properties: in order to simulate defect dynamics correctly, one needs to perform simulations
of large system sizes which can be deemed to be free of finite-size effects. Thus, in order to simulate physically realistic system behaviour, large-scale and long simulations need to be performed,
making this an extremely computationally demanding endeavour.
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transfer to storage and visualisation resources. Such large-scale data transfers have been performed
for these lattice-Boltzmann simulations over UKLight [9] and in other RealityGrid projects, e. g.
[8]. The large amount of memory required to carry out these simulations is often not available
to us on a single supercomputer. Here we discuss a new network-intensive meta-computing approach called geographically distributed domain decomposition or GD3 [10] that can overcome
this memory bottleneck. In this approach, a single MPI simulation is split across processors on
geographically distributed supercomputers. Network provisionability, bandwidth, latency and reliability during the simulation run are all critical in the GD3 approach. The grid-middleware that
we use to launch cross-site GD3 simulations is called MPICH-G2 [11] and its newer pre-release
version called MPIg.
Our initial aim is to split a 10243 lattice-sites simulation across supercomputers, the obvious
candidates for this being the US TeraGrid resources and HPCx in the UK. HPCx is connected
via the UKLight optical network [12] and Starlight network to the TeraGrid optical backbone.
From an application scientist’s perspective there are many technical challenges that need to be
overcome in order to efficiently run cross-site simulations. Firstly, the simulation code needs to
achieve maximum overlap between computation and communication by taking advantage of MPI’s
asynchronous communication calls. Unlike the previous MPICH-G2 version, MPIg implements
asynchronous communications and is well-suited to take advantage of latency hiding optimisations in the code. Also UDT communication protocol was proposed in future versions of the grid
middleware instead of the currently used TCP protocol. This is estimated to improve cross-site
performance by a factor of two [10]. Secondly, in order to be included in MPICH-G2/MPIg crosssite framework, the participating machines need to have externally addressable nodes. This poses a
problem for relatively less grid-enabled machines like the Cray XT3 machine (Bigben) at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center and the new UK HEC resource, HECToR [13]. Thirdly, we face
issues in using MPICH-G2 on the UK’s HPCx machine due to the port-forwarding mechanism
in place on that machine. However, within the Vortonics project at SuperComputing Conference
2005 [14], a trans-atlantic cross-site run, over UKLight on TeraGrid machines and the now decomissioned Newton machine at CSAR on the UK NGS [4], was performed by Boghosian et al
using their lattice-Boltzmann simulation code which has a similar communication pattern as LB3D
[10]. In situations where the memory requirements of the simulation are too large to fit onto a single
supercomputer, their results provide support for the viability of GD3 as compared to alternatives
like swapping portions of the simulation to disk or worse, waiting for a bigger machine to become
affordable. From a usability point-of-view, cross-site simulations depend critically on the availability of automatic mechanisms for the advanced reservation and co-scheduling of compute resources
and networks. To this end, tools have been developed for automated reservation and co-scheduling
of grid resources [15] and of dynamically provisioned networks (within the ESLEA project). These
tools used in conjunction with the grid application hosting middleware like the Application Hosting
Environment [16] can allow scientists to efficiently and frequently schedule and launch cross-site
simulations. Although there is a significant effort on middleware development, the support from
grid resource managers on this front is less forthcoming. The UK NGS and EU DEISA [17] grid
resource providers have not shown any serious indication of providing such a facility. There is a
mechanism in place in the US TeraGrid to request for advanced reservation of resources through a
web page, however, this requires manual intervention on the application scientist’s part and as far
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as we understand also on the resource manager’s part. The beta version of the NAREGI [18] grid
software stack, however, has a super-scheduler component to support co-scheduling and advanced
reservation of grid resources. This is an encouraging development and further efforts like this are
required to allow scientists to exploit advances in various areas of computing in a coherent fashion
and be able to do science that was not possible before.

4. Summary
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In this paper, we have described the scientific motivation for our lattice-Boltzmann simulations
and the primary simulation issues that need to be overcome. We describe the main features of the
LB3D code which determine network requirements. Finally we discuss a new meta-computing approach called geographically distributed domain decomposition (GD3 ) for which high bandwidth,
low latency, reliable network connections are critical and the technical challenges in deploying
these simulations on transatlantic grids connected via UKLight.
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